
Color Personality Test 
Name:                                                                                    Date:

Instructions: Please select the color you are most drawn to from each group below. There 
are no right or wrong answers. Choose the color that you feel most represents you or that you 
connect with the most.

Group 1

Red

Blue

Green

Yellow

Your Choice: ______________________

Group 2

Orange

Purple

Pink

Brown

Your Choice: ______________________

Group 3

Black

White

Grey

Gold

Your Choice: ______________________

Group 4

Turquoise

Maroon

Olive

Navy

Your Choice: ______________________



Results Interpretation

1. Primary Color Personality

Your most selected color: ____________________________________________

Personality Traits: __________________________________________________

Strengths: ________________________________________________________

Areas for Growth: __________________________________________________

2. Secondary Color Personality

Your second most selected color: ______________________________________

Personality Traits: __________________________________________________

Strengths: ________________________________________________________

Areas for Growth: __________________________________________________

Reflection

How do you feel about the results? 

Do these colors and their associated traits resonate with your perception of yourself? 

How can understanding your color personality help you in your personal or professional life?

Assessor's Notes: (For professional use - observations, additional insights, 
recommendations) 

Signature: 


	Your Choice: Blue
	Your Choice_2: Purple
	Your Choice_3: White
	Your Choice_4: Navy
	Your most selected color: Blue
	ty Traits: Calm, reliable, sensitive, and trustworthy.
	Strengths: Strong sense of duty, empathetic, and excellent communication skills.
	Areas for Growth: Overcoming tendencies to be overly cautious or reserved.
	Your second most selected color: Purple
	ty Traits_2: Creative, unique, intuitive, and compassionate.
	Strengths_2: Imaginative, visionary, and a natural problem-solver.
	Areas for Growth_2: Balancing idealism with practicality, avoiding being perceived as impractical.
	Text3: 
	0: I feel the results are quite accurate. Blue and purple have always been colors I'm drawn to, and the traits associated with them resonate with me.
	1: Yes, especially the traits of being reliable and creative. I see these aspects in my personal and professional life.
	2: Knowing my strengths can help me leverage them more effectively at work. Understanding my areas for growth can guide me in personal development.
	3: Emily's choices reflect a personality that values stability but also craves creative expression. Encouraging her to take calculated risks could foster personal and professional growth. Her empathetic nature is a strength in team settings.
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